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1.  OVERVIEW
1.1.  The Testing Purpose

- Considering the feasibility of consumer prices collecting
from big data (online sources)

- It may be possible to replace, in part, the collection of
consumer price by the traditional method.
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1.2.  Consumer price collecting method?



1.3. Compare traditional collection methods and collect data from big data

Advatages Disadvantages

Consumer price from big 
data

-Data collected without 
geographic boundaries 
such as: region, province
- The data collected in 
diversity;
-The data collected in 
real time
- Responsive to the 
timeliness of the 
statistical information

- The initial investment 
cost is expensive.
-Requiring highly 
qualified human 
resources
->> Call for donors in 
fund and technical 
supporting donors

Consumer price from 
tradional collectin 

method: Face-to-face 
interviewing

- Low initial cost.
- The interviewers are 
not required with high 
qualification (especial in 
information technology) 

- Data collected at fixed 
points, not diversified in 
the category of goods
-The information 
collected is not in real 
time (3 times/month)



To Collect Online Consumer price from websites:
 First: Identifying websites containing information about 
consumer goods to collect for compiling price indexes.
 Example: The website of http://www.vatgia.com contains price 
information of watch: 259.000VND

 Requring the process to 
Collect its’ price

2. TESTING – RESULTS



2.1. The process of collecting information with big data
- Step 1: Identifying the website sources
- Step 2: Syntax Analysing
- Step 3: Collecting
-Step 4: Storage



2.1. The process of collecting online consumer price
Step 1: Identifying the website sources:
- Identifying the list of specific websites for collecting and 
analysing data.
- Identifying the information criteria for data that can not be 
collected
- Collecting/Analysing data from websites with a technical 
perspectives
- Completing the list of websites with their addresses correctly
 Data collected:
- Identifying the type of data to be collected
- Identifying collected data in accordance with the intended purpose
- Identifying the requirements for collected data.
- Collecting and analysing data from websites in data perspectives



Example
2.1. The process of collecting online consumer price 

WEBSITE: VATGIA.COM

Data information 
that can not be 

collected

TECHNICAL: PHP, VB2016, 
JAVA, NODEJS, PYTHON, 

...
- STORAGE: SQL SERVER, 

MONGO DB 

DATA COLLECTED:
GOODS’ NAME,

CHARACTERISTICS, 
PRICES,



2.1. The process of collecting online consumer price
Step 2: Syntax Analysing: 
- Identifying the information of collected consumer goods? 
-Example: Below you will find a TV set that includes the following information: 
product name, id, product price, shipping fee, and other information. 



2.1. The process of collecting online consumer price
Step 3: Storage: 
- Identifying the information technology infrustructure for storing the collected data 
from big data:
+ Data in many different formats with unstructured data, not uniform data 
+ Need to determine the appropriate data storage infrastructure  to meet some 
requirements:

- Data storage to ensure good query mining.
- Infrastructure to ensures no conflicts of extensions.
- Ensure good control and display of data
 In the test, using the storage infrastructure is Mongo DB



2.2. Testing Results
Step 1: Online price Collecting 
 Technology requirements
- Identifying the information price of 654 consumer goods in the GSO basket of goods (Figure 
below illustrates a part of the content)
- Identifying websites as data sources to collect price information:
+ (working with the E-commerce Department, Ministry of Industry and Trade)
 Results: Listed 104 E-commerce websites sell consumer goods groups as in the GSO basket 
of goods. 



2.2. Testing Results
Step 1: Online price Collecting
 Technology requirements
 Classifying the websites: 
-02 websites with the foreign language:  http://www.yes24.com (Koreae) and 
http://www.zaloza.vn (Russia)
-08 websites not working: alobuy.com; nava.vn; tienganh123.com.vn; saharavn.com; 
vietnammm.com; tromvia.com; babymart.com;giaohangnha.com
- 01 website is working as social networking activity: http://www.topmot.vn
- 07 websites need to to be granted permission: dongtay.vn; nhasachphuongnam.com; 
shoptretho.com.vn; dienmayxanh.com;v ienthonga.vn;zanado.com; juno.vn
- All websites that sell airline ticket price and training services with constant changing of price. 
Have no tecnology conditions to collect its’ price.

 Sellected 43/104 websites for testing to collect consumer goods prices. Of which:
+ There are 08 websites using common security protocol (http)
+ There are 25 websites using high security protocol 9 (https)

For different protocols, different access modes are required. However, the group has integrated 
processing so that different protocols can be accessed in the same way.



2.2. Testing Results
Step 1: Online price Collecting
 Technology requirements
 The proposed programming language tools and data storage:
 Programming language: NODEJS and PYTHON
 Data storage: MONGODB able to handle large volumes of unstructured data as well as fast 
data mining.



2.2. Testing Results
Step 2: Designing a program (robot) to access to all 43 websites for collecting consumer 
goods prices

Here is the code to collect all 43 websites (successfully tested by the team). 



2.2. Testing Results
Step 3: Unstructured data collected from 43 websites:



2.2. Testing Results
The price of online consumer goods after being separated from unstructured data 



2.2. Testing Results
Product’s price and name is separated as required in the traditional basket of consumer 
goods.



2.2. Testing Results
Final Results: The list of 450 online consumer goods that their characteristics are the same 
with the traditional consumer goods 



2.2. Testing Results
Frequently updating the online consumer goods collected



2.2. Testing Results
Frequently updating the online consumer goods collected

Cập nhật dữ liệu vào bảng giá đề phục vụ tính toán biên soạn chỉ số CPI



2.2. Testing Results
Frequently updating the online consumer goods collected
-Daily tracking: 43 websites;
- Number of observation samples: 559 product information
- The number of pruducts: 450 online consumer goods
- Frequency of collection once a day
- Collection method: extract data online



2.2. Testing Results
Filter: listed 425/450 online consumer goods with the same 425/652 traditional 
goods (65%)



2.2. Testing Results
- Filter: 25/450 (4%) online consumer goods is similar to 25/652 traditional goods



2.2. Testing Results
- List of 202/652 items that can not collect from websites



3. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
- Collecting the price of online consumer goods from websites is feasible 
- Advantages :

-Collected prices of more than 400 consumer goods from online
-Update the prices at any time
-This is a new method of collecting consumer prices applied in Vietnam
- Reducing the finacial burden for national statistics offices
- Reducing the burden on statistical surveys (especially interviewers and 
respondents).

- The prices is real time.
- Disadvantages: 

- Not fully collected consumer goods as GSO’s CPI basket.
-New method: requiring highly qualified human resources to understand 
computer science and statistics;
- The initial investment is high
- Big data storage infrastructure requires very strict, not like traditional 
data.
- There is no policy for permission to access to and collect the data from 
websites



RECOMMENDATION
- Need technical and financial support  to improve the capacity of 

exploiting big data for official statistics (first is price statistics)
- Need supporting from International Organizations or Consultants for 

compiling Consumer Price Index by using big data sources 
- Developing  policies that allow statisticians (or national statistical 

offices) access to privileged data areas. 
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